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Introduction 1/8

Since 1717, Masonic lodges have been regarded as places of
dissemination of a certain knowledge, a philosophy, where meditation and
examination of conscience invite the men who frequent them to
communicate their reflections to others through discussions respectful of
the opinion of others. This is why the lodges have always attracted the most
varied communicators: printers, typographers, engravers, publishers,
journalists, authors, artists, and professors.
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Introduction 2/8

In order to commemorate the 375th anniversary of Montreal and the 300th

anniversary of the founding of the first Grand Lodge in London, I searched
for the names of the most illustrious Canadian Freemasons whose job it
was to communicate ideas. They are what I call here, on the model of the
words freemasons and free-carpenters, “freecommunicators.”
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Introduction 3/8

I consulted the Canadian Biographical Dictionary, the essay Deux loges
montrélaises du Grand Orient de France (Ottawa: Les presses de
l’Université d’Ottawa, 1991) and the paper entitled « Francs-maçons
francophones du temps de la Province de Québec (1763-1791) » (Les
Cahiers des Dix no 48, 1993, p. 87-118) by Roger Le Moine; the essays
L’Avocat du diable : Godfroy Langlois et le libéralisme progressiste dans le
Québec de Wilfrid Laurier, by Patrice Dutil (Montreal: Robert Davies, 1996),
and La Pierre angulaire : histoire de la franc-maçonnerie régulière au
Québec (Montreal: Point de fuite, 2002) of which I am the author.
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Introduction 4/8

I have listed 63 names of Canadian communicators who belonged to
Freemasonry. My original intention was to limit myself to the names of the
only Montreal francophone communicators, but my research having given
me names of communicators who lived elsewhere in Canada, I thought it
would be interesting to benefit you.
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Introduction 5/8

So that Montrealers will not be left behind at the end of this vast research, I
listed first the names of 39 francophone communicators in Montreal; the
next 4, whose influence illuminated another part of the Province of Quebec,
constitute the second list; the 20 who worked in another province of
Canada are listed in the third part of this search.
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Introduction 6/8

Here are the names of the most illustrious Canadian Communicators, many
of whom find their portrait printed in the exhibition catalog of the
Typographic Prints of the Grand Masters of the Grand Lodge of Quebec,
published and organized by the Musée de l’Imprimerie du Québec in 2017,
on the occasion of the same two anniversaries. Of course the number of
Freemasons dedicated to the progress of humanity is much more
important, but I have kept here only communicators members of Masonic
lodges.
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Introduction 7/8

I have favored the alphabetical order of surnames rather than the selection
of names according to the epochs: it was necessary to choose! The first
line of each entry gives the surname, first names and dates of birth and
death of the franc-communicator; in the second line are his professional
occupation and his Masonic membership. This information is obviously
fragmentary, but it is clear that Masonic communicators have been more
present than we think in the history of Canada, (Province of) Quebec and
Montreal; they have largely contributed to the development of the
Enlightenment in our country – Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, Tolerance and
Justice in a society where individual rights prevail over public rights – thus
distinguishing it in the concert of nations. All that remains is to assess the
extent of their influence.
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Introduction 8/8

⸫
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The “freecommunicators” in Montreal

⸫
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1. Abbott, sir John Joseph Caldwell

 Abbott, Sir John Joseph Caldwell (St-André-Est, QC, 18210312-
Montreal, QC, 18831030).

 Lawyer, businessman, professor, school administrator, politician,
militia officer, gentleman-farmer, mayor of Montreal, Prime
minister of Canada, member of St.Paul's Lodge in Montreal.
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2. Beaugrand, Honoré

 Beaugrand, Honoré (Lanoraie, QC,
18480324-Montreal, QC, 19061007).

 Writer, journalist, founder of several
newspapers including La Patrie,
mayor of Montreal, member of
Emancipation.
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3. Bessette, Arsène

 Bessette, Arsène (St-Hilaire-de-Rouville, 18731220-Montreal, QC,
19210621).

 Journalist, novelist, inspector at Montreal Tramway, a member of
Emancipation.
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4. Bouchard, 
Télesphore-Damien

 Saint-Hyacinthe, QC, 18811220-
Montréal, 19621113.

 Journalist at La Patrie, La Presse,
and L'Union, struck out of
Emancipation.
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5. Chambers, Edward Thomas Davies

 Safron Walden, Angleterre, 18520626-Quebec City, QC, 19311005.

 Principal (of a school), journalist, author, official, Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of Quebec.
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6. Chaput, Omer

 L’Assomption, QC, 1878-Sherbrooke, QC, 1951.

 Journalist at La Tribune (Sherbrooke) and the Montreal Star, a member
of Emancipation.
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7. Charlier, Édouard

 Dates unknown. 

 Journalist, director of Les Débats, where he succeeded Paul de
Martigny and Louvigny de Montigny, a member of the Emancipation.
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8. Corbeil, Wilfrid

 Rouse’s Point, NY, 18950331-.

 Typographer, a member of Force et Courage.
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9. Currie, sir Arthur William 

 Canton of Adelaide, ON, 18751205-Montreal, QC, 19331130.

 Professor, insurance broker, militia officer, real estate developer, army
officer, World War I hero, official, university administrator. Currie, who
had traveled extensively, became a Mason in Victoria, BC.

Sir Arthur William Currie had the most impressive funerals in Mount
Royal Cemetery. He was commander of Canadian troops during the
First World War and was also Rector of McGill University from 1920 to
1933. At his death in 1933, a gigantic funeral procession was set in
motion. The crowd was estimated at 20,000 people. Politicians,
diplomats, military bands and veterans left the McGill campus
together to walk along Park Avenue and eventually cross the entrance
gate of the Cemetery. Three years later, a military monument, the
Cross of Sacrifice, was erected in his honor.
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10. Désaulniers, Gonzalve

 Saint-Guillaume-d’Upton, QC, 1863-Montreal, QC, 1934).

 Journalist at L'Étendard, director of the Revue canadienne, founder of
the radical newspaper Le National, a lawyer, a judge of the Superior
Court, a member of Émancipation.
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11. Dubois, Jean-Baptiste

 Gand, Belgium, 18700119-Montreal, QC, 19380703.

 Cellist, music teacher, conductor, member of Emancipation and Force et
Courage.
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12. Ferland, Albert

 Montreal, QC, 18720823-1943.

 Poet, teacher of drawing, refused to Emancipation (too close to the
clergy).
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13. Fortier, Joseph

 Saint-Timothée, QC, 18491227-.

 Paper manufacturer, member of Emancipation, an officer of Force et
Courage.
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14. Francq, Gustave

 Brussels, Belgium, 18710317-Montreal, QC, 19520102. 

 Printer, journalist at Vox populi, L'Ouvrier, and Le Monde
ouvrier, trade unionist, member of Emancipation, officer at
Force et Courage.
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15. French, Aston

 Montreal, QC, 18951006-.

 Journalist, a member of Force et Courage.
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16. Gélinas, Sévère

 Montreal, QC, 18630405-. 

 Sténographer, translator, member of Emancipation.
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17. Gill, Charles 

 Sorel, QC, 18711021-Montreal, QC, 1918.

 Artist-painter, drawing teacher, writer, critic of art and literature in Le
Devoir, Le Canada, and Les Débats, member of Emancipation.

Child Jean-Paul Bélanger, 1911 >
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18. Graham, John Hamilton 

 Overtown, Scotland, 18261105-Hartford, CT,
18990812, buried 18990815 in Richmond, QC.

 School administrator, professor, author,
businessman, Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of
Quebec.
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19. Guibord, Joseph

 Sainte-Anne-de-Varennes, QC, 18090331-Montreal, QC, 18961118.

 Typographer of the newspaper Le Pays, a member of the Institut
canadien of Montreal, Guibord has ideas similar to those of the
Freemasons. He may have been one of them.
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20. Hamon, Louis

 (Yssimac, Côtes-du-Nord, France, 18710807-).

 Importer and printer, member of Emancipation and Force et Courage.
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21. Hardy, Edmond 

 Montreal, QC, 18541123-Longueuil, QC,
19430918.

 Musician, music editor, member of
Emancipation.
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22. Harvey, Jean-Charles

 (La Malbaie, QC, 18911110-Montreal, QC, 19670103).

 Journalist in Quebec City and Montreal (Le Soleil, Le Petit Journal, Le
Jour) and Le Nouvelliste of Quebec City, author of Les Demi-civilisés,
1934. In an article by Jules Béliveau published in La Presse on 12 April
1985, J.-Z. Léon Patenaude asserts that Harvey was a Freemason.
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23. Langlois, Godfroy

 Sainte-Scolastique, QC, 18661226-Brussels, Belgium, 19280406.

 Journalist at the Clairon, director of L'Écho des Deux-Montagnes, editor
of La Patrie, founder of Le Canada and Le Pays, member of National
Assembly, representative of Quebec in Belgium, a member of the
Cœurs-unis.
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24. Lauzier, Henri

 Dates unknown.

 Professor at McGill, member of Force et Courage, according to J.-Z. 
Léon Patenaude.
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25. Lavaille, André-Jean-Romain

 Paris, France, 18830205-.

 Photograver, member of La Clémente Amitié Cosmopolite (New York)
and Force et Courage.
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26. Leblanc de Marconay, 
Hyacinthe-Poirier 

 Paris, France, 17940120-186802170.

 Writer, journalist, playwright, member of La Clémente Amitié (Paris),
visitor to Albion (Quebec City) and ‟the lodges in Montreal.”
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27. Le Moine de Martigny, Adelstan

 Saint-Romuald, QC, 18670204-Montreal, QC, 19171114.

 Surgeon, pneumatologist, educator, member of Emancipation.
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28. Le Moine de Martigny, Paul

 Saint-Romuald, QC, 18751217-Montreal, QC, 19510825.

 Journalist, founder of Les Débats and La Patrie, author, member of the
Cœurs-unis and Emancipation.
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29. Malepart de Beaucourt, 
François

 La Prairie, QC, 17400225-Montreal, QC,
17940624.

 He usually signed F. Beaucourt and
sometimes Fˀ Beaucourtˀ, the three points
in triangle constituting a Masonic sign. A
painter, presumably Freemason (the
Masonic symbols abound in his work), but it
is not known what lodge he was a member
of.
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François Malepart de Beaucourt

Portrait d'un architecte, Maître d'une loge 
maçonnique au Cap-François (Saint-Domingue, 
actuel Haïti)

1787

Huile sur toile

70,2 x 57,2 cm

Achat, legs Horsley et Annie Townsend

2006.114
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30. Marrié, Fernand 

 Montreal, QC, 18840806-19450508.

 Draftsman, journalist, official, officer of Force et Courage.
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31. Masson, Lorenzo 

 Quebec City, QC, 19000915-.

 Publicist, member of Force et Courage.
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32. McCord, David Ross 

 Montreal, QC, 18440318-Guelph, ON, 19300412.

 Lawyer, municipal councilor, collector, founder of the McCord Museum of
Canadian History, officer at St.Paul’s Lodge.

Photographie
M. David Ross McCord dans sa bibliothèque, "Temple Grove", Montréal, QC, vers 

1916
Vers 1916, 20e siècle

Plaque sèche à la gélatine
20.3 x 25.4 cm

MP-0000.2135.1N
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33. McGill, Peter 

 Scotland, 178908-Montreal, QC, 18600928.

 Merchant, bank administrator and several
companies, justice of the peace, politician,
mayor of Montreal, superintendent of the
Masons of the Royal Arch in the province of
Ontario.
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34. Meunier, Léger 

 Saint-Étienne, QC, 18640603-). 

 Typographer, printer, member of Cœurs-unis, founder of Emancipation.
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35. Moore, William 

 Dates unknown.

 A theater actor, printer of the Quebec Herald and other newspapers in
Quebec City and Montreal, journalist, freemason, bought the presses of
Fleury Mesplet and allowed him to use them until his death.
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36. Panneton, Philippe
 Three-Rivers, QC,-Lisbonne, Portugal, 19600228.

 Physician, writer (pseudonym: Ringuet), ambassador, member of Force
et Courage.
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37. Royer, Joseph-Lionel

 Saint-Jean, QC, 18871028-.

 Chef of workshop in La Patrie, member of Force et Courage.
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38. Valois, Roger 

 Dates unknown. 

 Journalist in Le Pays, nephew of Godfroy Langlois, member of 
Emancipation.
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39. Villeneuve, Frédéric 

 Dates unknown. 

 Lawyer, librarian, member of Emancipation.
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40. Chauveau, Pierre-Joseph-Olivier

 Charlesbourg, QC, 18200530-Quebec City, QC, 18900404.

 Lawyer, writer (poet), sheriff, professor, first Prime minister of Quebec,
deemed to have been a freemason.
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Pierre-Joseph-Olivier Chauveau

Oh ! que j’aime la neige ! Oh ! que j’aime à la voir
Descendre par flocons sur le sol encore noir !
Ou bien, quand elle tombe en poussière si fine
Que l’on croirait qu’un ange épand de la farine.
Oh ! que j’aime la neige !

Chauveau
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41. Estimauville, Robert-Anne d’,
chevalier de Beaumouchel

 Louisbourg, QC, 17541202 ou 03-Quebec City, QC, 18310731.

 Official, surveyor, justice of the peace, editor-in-chief, publisher and author (he
signed: Chevalier Robert d'Estimauville). In 1819 he became secretary of a
committee to raise a monument in memory of Princess Charlotte Augusta,
secretary of the Société de Québec des émigrés and secretary of the Société
harmonique de Québec, whose first public concert took place at The Union
Hotel in January 1820. In that year he was a member of the Frères du Canada,
lodge No. 23 in Lower Canada, and Secretary of the Grand Provincial Lodge of
Lower Canada and Grand Master of Ceremonies.
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42. Perrault, Joseph-François 

 Quebec City, QC, 17830602-18440405.

 Businessman, educator, writer, civil servant, politician, journalist, philanthropist.
His belonging to Freemasonry, which none of his biographers pointed out, could
explain his ardor in promoting the education of the poor. Recognized as the
father of the education of the Canadian people, a title that the Journal de
Québec gave him in his obituary, he was also attached to the origins of secular
education by one of his biographers, Jean-Jacques Jolois. The latter further
asserted that Perrault had been a stranger to his time. But even though the
people of the time did not understand or accept it, he was one of those who had
most heavily participated in the public, political, social and educational life of
Lower Canada.
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Joseph-François Perrault
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43. Spark, Alexander 

 Marykirk, Scotland, 17620107-Quebec City, QC, 18190307.

 Journalist, author, director of The Quebec Gazette, editor of The Quebec
Store, member of St. John’s Lodge No. 3 (Quebec City).
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44. Aikins, William Henry 
Beaufort

 Toronto, ON, 18590822-19241002.

 Physician, editor of medical journals,
founder of radiotherapy in Canada. He
was a Methodist, a Freemason, and a
member of the Board of the University of
Toronto.
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45. Bell, George Melrose

 Brandon, MB, 18840906-Calgary, AB, 19360319.

 Businessman, newspaper editor, owner of broadcasting stations,
member of the Grand Lodge of Alberta.
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46. Bunting, William Franklin 1/2 

 St. John, NB, 18250525-18970114.

 An official, a stipendiary magistrate, an author, a sportsman, played an active
part in the social, cultural and sporting life of St. John, especially in
Freemasonry. His long affiliation to this movement began in 1852 when he
joined St. John’s Lodge No. 632, founded 50 years earlier by Hugh Johnston,
John Wolhaupter and others. At various times he occupied the functions of
secretary, treasurer, and master; He also found time to participate in Masonic
activities throughout New Brunswick and was Grand Provincial Secretary
between 1861 and 1867, when the Grand Lodge of New Brunswick was born;
He became Grand Secretary, a position he held for the next 15 years.
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46. Bunting, William Franklin 2/2 

 Elected Deputy Grand Master in 1882, he became Grand Master in 1883. He resigned
the following year because of the demands of his position as President of the Bureau of
Appraisers. All his life he attached great importance to Freemasonry. He often visited
the cities of the province to assist in the creation of new lodges, the installation of
dignitaries or other ceremonial functions. The most enduring work he left was a book:
History of St.John’s Lodge, F. & AM of St.John, NB, together with Sketches of all
Masonic Bodies in New Brunswick from AD 1784 to AD 1894, published In St.John in
1895, which contains a detailed account of the work of the Order in the province, as
well as biographical notes on its members in view. Bunting also wrote, in the St.John
Daily Sun between February and May 1888, a series of articles on the beginnings of
the administration of St.John.
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47. Burwash, John 

 Saint-André-Est, QC, 18420508-Calgary, AB, 19131116.

 Minister Methodist, educator, Masonic membership unknown.
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48. Cartwright, John Solomon 

 Kingston, ON, 18040917-18450115.

 Lawyer, militia officer, author, judge, justice of the peace, businessman,
politician, farmer, protector of architecture. Its library was very diverse:
history, literature, classics of antiquity, religion, architecture, painting,
gardening, botany, optics, geology, agriculture. His collection of legal
works was substantial. An Anglican fervent, he was also a freemason:
he was the Senior Warden of Ancient St.John’s Lodge No. 3 in Kingston.
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49. Cockrell, Richard 

 Yorkshire, England, 1769 or 1773-Ancaster, ON, 18290707.

 Author, teacher, civil servant, surveyor, editor, Grand Secretary of the
Grand Lodge of New Jersey, Newark, NJ, 1796 and 1816.
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50. Duffin, Simon

 Ireland, circa 1844-Winnipeg, MB, 19000726.

 Photographer and merchant. He also participated in Freemason
activities for a long time. When he died, he was one of the oldest
Masons in Western Canada.
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51. Ermatinger, Edward 

 Elba Island, 179702-St. Thomas, ON, 187610.

 Fur trader, businessman, politician, journalist, writer, music composer,
member of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of Ontario.
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52. Goldsmith, Oliver 

 St. Andrew’s, NB, 17940706-Liverpool, England, 18610623.

 Writer and official, considered the first English-speaking Aboriginal poet
in Canada. In October 1848 he was posted to Newfoundland where he
helped to set up a Masonic lodge and an institute of craftsmen.
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53. Loft, Frederic Ogilvie, known under 
the Mohawk name of Onondeyoh, 

meaning ‟beautiful mountain”
 Six Nations Reserve, ON, 18610203-Toronto, ON, 19340712.

 Forest ranger, a journalist with the Bratford Expositor, an official, author,
activist, officer and honorary leader elected Mohawk. He belonged to St.
George’s Lodge in Toronto and was actively involved in Masonic
activities.
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54. McCabe, William

 Hallowell, ON, 18350612-Toronto, ON, 19030423.

 Teacher and businessman. Freemason, he rose to the rank of Grand
Deputy Master of the District in the Grand Lodge that he frequented.
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55. Kerrow (MacKerrow), 
Peter Evander 1/3 

 Antigua, 18410219-Halifax, NS, 19061222.

 Historian and community leader. He attached great importance to his role
as a representative of the Black Lodges to the great integrated councils of
the region: the Union Lodge No. 18 of the Freemasons, into which he had
entered in 1866 and whose column he would publish in a pamphlet In
1906, and the Morning Glory Lodge of the Independent Order of Good
Templars, a temperance company. McKerrow occupied at one time or
another all the leadership positions in these two black lodges, and
adhered to the movement which succeeded in preventing their provincial
councils from being shaped according to the segregationist rules in force
in the United States.
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55. Kerrow (MacKerrow), 
Peter Evander 2/3 

 Although he supported the principle of the lodges and the Church that Blacks
were “equal but separate,” or that he accommodated himself, McKerrow
refused segregation as soon as it was a question of “Education,” which for him,
as for many others, was the best way to improve the living conditions of the
“colored” population of Nova Scotia. After opposing the treatment of his eldest
son in 1872 to the Halifax Board of School Trustees, McKerrow continued his
battle for two decades by signing petitions, participating in delegations, and
attending public meetings In favor of equal access to public schools for Nova
Scotians of African descent. He maintained that, since they had the same
duties as the whites, black citizens should also have the same rights.
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55. Kerrow (MacKerrow), 
Peter Evander 3/3 

His views on separated schools in 1876 and his writings in general bear witness to
a profound respect for old England, “this land whose laws have done so much for
the African race," from the emancipation of slaves to the “Encouragement of black
participation in community organizations.” By the end of the century, however,
Peter Evander McKerrow had acknowledged that the American legacy of blacks
also had positive aspects, since the United States offered educational and
employment opportunities that did not exist in New- Scotland. Seeing the educated
blacks, including his three sons, leave the province in poor economic health, he
attributed the scarcity of opportunities for blacks to discrimination in the workplace,
a problem that was much more intractable at the time Segregation in schools or
community associations.
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56. Robertson, John Ross 
 Toronto, ON, 18411228-19180531.

 Journalist, publisher, philanthropist. Beginning in the 1880s,
freemasonry, research and historical collections, amateur sport and
philanthropy became increasingly important. Freemason since 1867,
he became the most illustrious member of the order in Canada. In
1890 he was elected Grand Master of the Grand Lodge of Canada.
The following year he read the Masonic rite of the deceased at the
funeral of Freemason Sir John Alexander Macdonald, succeeding him
as Grand Representative of Canada at the Grand Lodge of England.
At his coronation in 1902, King Edward VII conferred on him the
honorary title of Past Grand Warden of England. Robertson also
devised a method of voting used by the order, the "Robertson poll."
Among his publications is a 2,000-page work in two volumes, History
of Freemasonry in Canada (1900).
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57. Rykert, George Charles 

 Rhinebeck, NY, 17970808-St. Catharines, ON, 18571101.

 Militia officer, teacher, surveyor, businessman, justice of the peace,
politician, civil servant. In September 1857, the debilitating disease of
George Rykert confined him to the house where “the friend of the
farmer, merchant and craftsman” died in early November. His funeral
attracted more than 500 people, including the city firefighters,
representatives of the Grantham Academy and a large procession of
Freemasons, led by “an excellent fanfare, something rather unusual.”
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58. Smiley, Robert Reid

 Ireland, 1817-Hamilton, ON, 18550510.

 Printer, journalist, businessman. Among those who attended his
imposing funeral were freemasons, Oddfellows and members of the
Typographical Society. The praises he received after his death were
particularly numerous and warm. Among the properties that Robert Reid
Smiley bequeathed to his wife and brothers, some had been acquired in
less than ten years: a newspaper that brought profits (and has survived
to this day); a bookbinding workshop, printing and lithography
equipment, the Ancaster Woolen Mill and one of the most beautiful
residences in Hamilton.
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59. Thomson, Hugh-Christopher

 Kingston, ON, 1791-18340423.

 Merchant, printer, newspaper owner, editor, politician, civil servant,
justice of the peace and militia officer. He was also a freemason, a
member of the board of directors of the Kingston Emigration Society,
treasurer of the Midland District School Society and a generous member
of the Kingston Auxiliary Bible and Common Prayer Book Society.
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Hugh C. Thomson
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60. Thompson, Joshua Spencer

 Belfast, Northern Ireland, 1828-Victoria, CB, 18801220.

 Journalist, accountant, prospector, politician, contributed
to the creation of the first library and the first Masonic
Grand Lodge in the Cariboo region.
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61. Thresher, George Godsell

 Salisbury, England, 17800406-Charlottetown, PEI, 18571209.

 Painter, art teacher, civil servant. In 1829, in Charlottetown, he
announced in his publicity that he could “decorate the banners and
aprons of freemasons, whether velvet, silk or muslin.” It is not known
whether he was a Mason.
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62. Tiffany, Silvester (Sylvester) 

 Norton, MA, 17590809-Canandaigua, NY, 18110324.

 Official, printer, journalist, publisher, officer of the Grand Lodge of
Canada in the Province of Ontario, Toronto.
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63. Worrell, Clarendon Lamb

 Smith Falls, ON, 18530720-Halifax, NS, 19340810.

 Educator, member of the Grand Lodge of Canada in the Province of
Ontario.
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Thank you!

Jacques G. Ruelland, Ph.D.

jacquesg@ruelland.ca
www.ruelland.ca
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